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99Starz - a results driven
blockchain gaming ecosystem
STZ Token is a utility token, initially ERC-20, that is designed to be the medium of transaction, utility,
and attribution for e-sports and blockchain-based games to promote the play-to-earn concept
to a wider audience.
STZ will be bridged to all major blockchains hosting the most popular non-fungible token (NFT)
ecosystems in order to enable transactions between multi-platform players and communities.
99Starz is headquartered in Dubai, led by an international team that has been playing and
growing NFT games since 2019. Our team is bridging a critical gap in growing play-to-earn as a
movement to a wider audience around the world, with emphasis on Europe, the Middle East, and
North America.
Play-to-earn has clearly demonstrated that it can be a force multiplier of social good, especially
for the less privileged (e.g. the positive influence of Axie Infinity in the Philippines). This is evident in
developed countries as well, such as in the EU, where almost 100 million people are at risk of social
exclusion due to poverty, exacerbated by COVID.
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php?
title=Living_conditions_in_Europe_-_poverty_and_social_exclusion

99Starz ecosystem consists of two main elements:

Blockchain Yield Gaming
Ecosystem
a gamified model that incentivizes
different blockchain game players
and token collectors to become a
part of the 99Starz ecosystem.

Assets Leasing Platform
a membership leasing program
where 99Starz backers can lease /
rent their in-game assets.

The total supply of STZ is fixed at 99,000,000 tokens.
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Strategic partnership with Animoca Brands allows 99Starz to have early access to many of the
most promising play-to-earn games. This aligns with their mission to deliver digital property rights
and more digital equity to the world. Animoca Brands is one of the most prominent investors in NFT
and blockchain gaming. It owns the Sandbox, F1 Deltatime, Phantom Galaxies, Gamee, Crazy
Defense Heroes, as well as investing in Opensea, Axie Infinity, Nine Chronicles, Treeverse, Alien
Worlds, Chain Guardians, Splinterlands, DeRace, Lympo, Star Atlas, and many more.
Advisors and founders of the group have been involved in play-to-earn since 2019 and are owners
and players of some of the most famous NFT gaming projects since their inception.
After three years in the play-to-earn ecosystem, our team has the first-mover advantage and
strong experience.

OUR VISION: The Metaverse Gig Economy
99Starz will be the gig economy of the metaverse
Our ecosystem provides a short-term or job-by-job basis to gamers who wish to earn passive
income

Like Uber, where anyone with a car can tap
into Uber's transportation gig economy …
… anyone with an internet connection and
STZ tokens can tap into 99Starz Metaverse
gig economy.
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Yield Gaming on the Blockchain
The e-sports industry is a multi-billion dollar space and the second most viewed (https://
banyanhill.com/the-fastest-growing-sport-esport-surge/) sport, right behind the NFL in the U.S.
(while video gaming has generated $178 billion (https://www.statista.com/statistics/292056/
video-game-market-value-worldwide/) worldwide in 2021 alone, and is predicted to reach $268.8
billion by 2025). Bridging this opportunity to blockchain has a real, tangible output for the worlds esports players and viewers.e-sports companies are already seriously looking into (https://
www.sportspromedia.com/news/veloce-nft-blockchain-animoca-brands-esports-extreme-e/)
the space.
The idea was born from observing the rapid growth of blockchain-based play-to-earn games.
Popular games like F1 Deltatime and Axie Infinity have relatively expensive entry level access, but
they let you earn prizes that surpass the initial costs. Wealthy players that buy a lot of in-game
assets face the problem of managing the unused parts that can be brought to life in the hands of
new players who are just starting the game.
The first experimental team - Super-Fast - was based on the yield gaming model, where a few big
backers built a massive garage of in-game parts, and then used it to stake the parts for the new
players wishing to participate in the game.
The model proved to be successful and today, the SuperFast Team is a regular high scoring
participant at top industry events.
Our goal is to scale this model across other successful blockchain games and match
membership-based models with the correct asset management framework, thus creating a winwin situation for all participants.
We aim to scale this initial concept and bring the play-to-earn model to millions of gamers around
the world, bringing the benefits of blockchain technology to those in need. Most DeFi projects
gather billions of dollars in total value locked (TVL) from a relatively small number of wealthy
people. Our aim is to help the rest of the world start playing these games and enable the new
sharing economy in the Metaverse which these players could build with their contributions. In order
to grow, blockchain needs to move the thinking of TVL as a purely financial term into one of real
and productive economic output, more akin to Gross Domestic Product (GDP). The growth of
metaverses and the crypto community will be determined by this GDP equivalent and STZ wants to
play a major role in evolving this space.
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STZ Token
STZ Token is a utility token, initially ERC-20, that is designed to be the medium of exchange, utility,
and attribution of blockchain-based games.
Our token is designed to be value-driven - the winnings of all membership yields will be used to
incentivize the players and contributors, and to expand the available NFT asset collection from
various games (NFT Gaming AUM).
As an additional utility, STZ tokens may also be used to acquire assets from the NFT gaming vault
using a specific mechanism through STZ governance. In other words, these assets will be available
for lending, as well as for potential sale (should we decide so) - but only through the STZ token.
Only 99,000,000 (99 Million) STZ will ever be minted.
Out of the total supply, 14,850,000 (14.85 Million) STZ will be sold in private and public sales, and
9,900,000 (9.9 Million) $STZ will be reserved for rewarding the project founding Chief Partners Splint
(locked and released over time).

Public Sale

5,500,000

5.56%

unlocked at TGE

Private Sale

9,900,000

10.00%

6-months lockup. Daily vesting
over 26 months

Reserve & Operations

14,850,000

15.00%

Monthly vesting over 95 months

NFT Gaming AUM

27,170,000

27.44%

Monthly vesting over 95 months

Team & Advisors

9,900,000

10.00%

1-year lockup. Daily vesting over
3 years

Marketing / PR / Partnerships

16,830,000

17.00%

Monthly vesting over 42 months

Liquidity Pool

14,850,000

15.00%

Monthly vesting over 6 months
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Public Sale
Private Sale
Reserve & Operations
NFT Gaming AUM
Team & Advisors
Marketing / PR / Partnerships
Liquidity Pool

Tokens will be allocated as follows:
Team – Co-Founders, Core Team, and Advisors, who are driving 99Starz from concept to reality
Public Sale – members of the general public who believe in 99Starz and want to participate in
the DAO
Private Sale - strategic partners that have supported 99Starz since its inception
NFT Gaming AUM - our NFT gaming assets vault which we will constantly grow to allow more
people to benefit from our ecosystem and the games we invest in
Reserve & Operations - to be utilized for R&D and development/implementation of the 99Starz
ecosystem and to encourage the 99Starz community and ecosystem, as well as to give initial
support to our players and community
Marketing / PR / Partnerships - a reserve fund for incentivizing brand awareness and
partnerships
Liquidity Pool - our allocation to support initial trading on major DEXs and CEXs
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Blockchain Gaming Ecosystem
The 99Starz ecosystem will generate yield from blockchain gaming, based on the PTE results with
major games running on different protocols (Ethereum, Polygon, Flow, Binance Smart Chain, and so
on).
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Achievements (as of September 2021)

#1 ranked

Top ranked

220 gold trophies + $330k
total earnings since January
2021

#1 Hall of Fame in SO5
Global Div2 + $50k total
winnings since March 2021

Among Top 30
competitive Axie
Infinity teams
$25k winnings since June
2021

Our community will be open to joining, learning, and trying any of the games we are involved in.
A fast soft approach to play-to-earn for millions of users.
With the help of the 99starz team, users will be able to enter the 99starz membership model and
join one of the three ranks: Master, Captain, or Player.

Master

Captain

Player

Master of a specific
game

Team Captain

Game Player

Responsible for the specific NFT
VAULT and the stucture if
captains

Responsible of onboarding
new members, teaching them
and reaching specific results

Responsible to achieve best
individual results

Rewarded based on the whole
game guild

Rewarded based on the team
results

Rewarded based on the
individual results

The composition of The Masters will initially be determined by the core 99starz team. In the future,
this may be governed by a DAO, based on the STZ holding structure.
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The Captains’ members will be determined by individual Masters, and the Players will be
onboarded by the Captains.
We are currently in the process of developing a governance structure that rewards these subactivities while letting people opt into the activities they care about the most and receive
compensation based on their time and contribution.
We will also create special quests that members can perform and become eligible for rewards.
The main incentive model consists of three flow periods:
Rewards of the whole team will be accumulated in the Gaming Yield Vault
As per our tokenomics, 27.44% of total supply is set to acquire NFT gaming assets
The newly-bought STZs will be used for rewarding members based on their gaming results, their
time, and contribution

Game 4

Gaming Prizes

Assets
purchase

Allocation from
token supply
(27.44%)

Ecosystem
Yield Vault

STZ Token

Other revenues
(staking, minting,
lending, ...)

Ecosystem Yield Vault:
NFT assets
Tokens

Players /
Contributors

All PTE gaming prizes and
revenues
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Asset Leasing Marketplace
The 99Starz Asset Leasing marketplace will allow asset holders to earn revenue by lending or
leasing their assets to players who would otherwise have to face high entry barriers in the rapidly
growing blockchain gaming world.
Furthermore, it will also solve the problem of unused NFTs with utility and will generate new
revenue streams for the NFT holders, not only for gaming but also for art, collectibles, and other
typologies of NFTs. This way, it will make this feature perfect for wider adoption by the entire NFT
space.
Asset leasing will be based on a smart contract and will allow the lenders to generate additional
revenue from the results of the 99starz ecosystem.
99Starz lending platform will allow users to lend/rent assets from different games, platforms and
protocols, making it a cross-chain solution.
Initially, it will be a “membership leasing program”, where only 99Starz lends its assets to its
community members (upon certain conditions). In the following development stage, we will open
this lending feature to all actors in the market, from NFT issuers to gaming studios to generic
players and NFT owners.
STZ is used both for accessing the vault for assets to play with and (in the future) to deposit assets
into the vault to facilitate generating benefits from future activities in the form of STZ.

Lender

List asset

Player

Asset leasing
platform

Lend or lease asset

Smart contract

Share revenue

One of the challenges of third-party leasing/renting of in-game assets is ensuring that the leased
assets can be utilized across the blockchain game, as experienced in the likes of F1 Deltatime. This
is because custody of assets is defined by wallet ownership. Providing private keys to third parties
is a security risk because they could potentially withdraw your expensive NFTs (some gaming NFTs
are currently valued at hundreds of thousands of dollars).
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Additionally, we believe that, in the future, assets will have multiple purposes and use cases where
an asset will be used in more than one play-to-earn game. 99starz will aim to maximize yield by
procuring utility beyond the original game or other use cases (e.g. DeFi).
The solution is a new kind of smart contract wallet that allows the lender to control the wallet and
the use of its assets without losing control. Only the original owner of the wallet (i.e. the origin
wallet) may withdraw the assets, and only to and from the original wallet used as a deposit
address. 99Starz has secured various agreements with blockchain game companies to support its
new wallet variant when it is ready for mass use.
STZ holders will have special access to the marketplace. They will also get access to multiple
levels of leasing program options based on the level of their membership, which will also be based
on the amount of staked STZ. This will determine their role and privileges in the ecosystem, allowing
them to lend more assets or receive better quotes for leasing. Only STZ tokens will be used to pay
the marketplace fees.

Smart Contracts Audit
99Starz smart contracts will be audited by industry-leading third party providers for total
transparency and safety
Our third party auditor will meticulously investigate our code to find security flaws and
vulnerabilities before the code is publicly deployed
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NFT assets vault
In continuous growth.
This is our bank of assets used in PTE games, for our players, to provide a wider rental selection.
These assets are strategic in the PTE industry and the entire NFT metaverse.
27.44% of total supply is set, from tokenomics to acquiring NFT gaming assets.
Additionally, until November 2023 - 50% of all profits will go back into acquiring more NFT and playto-earn gaming assets.
Future allocation decisions will be made via STZ token holder governance from November 2023
(the day on which all investor tokens become fully unlocked).

List of already owned assets (games) and tokens

99Starz holds NFTs and tokens. The token investment strategy is a mechanism to ensure access to
gaming and yield generating of utility assets at optimal prices.
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DAO
What is a DAO?
Decentralized Autonomous Organizations or DAOs are entirely democratic communities on the
blockchain. They’re characterized as such because they’re collectively owned and run by the
community consisting of their own members.
In a DAO, everyone has a voice and votes on proposals, rules, any changes in the organization’s
structure, future development, fund management, and so on.
This is a secure, public, and productive place where like-minded people from around the globe
can come together to collaborate and contribute to various causes.
We aim at creating a decision-making DAO. Our users will have their voice on the gaming
structure, games to onboard/invest in, assets to buy, reward structure, development strategies,
and more. In general, they will be welcome to suggest any improvements or strategies.
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Growth and Distribution Strategies of the
Ecosystem
Partnering with well-known blockchain game developers such as Animoca Brands
Digital marketing campaigns including e-sports organizations, Twitch streamers, and popular
YouTubers
Engaging community and gamers to participate in creating a unique learning experience for
newcomers
STZ token staking and STZ NFT reward events to promote the brand and the ecosystem
Various community engagement activities, including AMA sessions, Q&As, and media outreach
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Team & Advisors
Core Team
Luca Lamberti
CEO
A former sales and racing executive in the automotive and
motorcycle racing industry, financial and change
management advisor. Active for years, he’s a wellconnected investor and advisor of several prominent
crypto - blockchain projects as well as trading pro and
manager of large NFT portfolios. A strong believer in the
NFT and play-To-earn mission.

Gediminas Klepackas
COO
Gediminas is an avid gamer and professional manager
with 10 years of experience in international affiliate
marketing. Of those, he spent 8 years at Pokernews,
helping with the expansion of franchise partnerships and
managing the Lithuanian operations company. On top of
that, he has two years of experience in active sales within
the fintech sector. He became immersed in crypto and
blockchain in early 2018 as a COO at Blockchain Centre
Vilnius. After becoming fascinated with digital assets and
related technologies, he became the head of one of the
most popular digital asset news sites Cryptonews.com.

Matt Zahab
CMO
Experience in Sales and Marketing, worked in corporate
banking as a currency broker. Helped grow a start-up to
$30+ million in Annual Recurring Revenue (ARR). Currently
a CMO at Cryptonews.com and Head of Growth at
Cypherpunk Holdings, as well as the host of the
Cryptonews Podcast. Beyond work and family, Matt is
golfing or playing hockey.
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Omer Khan
CTO
A Silicon Valley-based CTO for 3 startups, has over 15 years
of experience in contact center engineering, AI, and
Blockchain, also a former Director of Engineering for a
Washington DC-based $2 billion AI unicorn. He has also
consulted for Fortune 100 companies, including Apple,
Barclays, and AT&T, as well as two very successful
blockchain companies. Has also been through Google and
Microsoft’s acceleration in London and San Francisco. He is
frequently quoted in Forbes, Entrepreneur, and Thrive
Global, as well as being a contributor in Bigdatamadesimple.com and AIBusiness.com. He has also been a
speaker at many conferences and actively contributes to
many forums in the industry.

Nick Zahab
Content Creator
I love the world of Cryptocurrency, creating content and
cooking. You'll see me all over the internet talking about
99Starz and the metaverse!

Ernesta Petkevičiūtė
Design
Ernesta manages the graphics of 99Starz branding and
website design. She is experienced with various creative
projects, from their inception to completion. Ernesta’s goal
is to make every design pixel-perfect.
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Serge Mallia
Game research, French PR & socials
Our independent financial advisor, expert in competitive
market study and partnerships organization. Possesses
knowledge of the various blockchain tools (bridge
aggregator, cross-chain bridge, networks, etc.). An NFT
gamer and collector.

Vlad P
Our Sorare specialist
Our Sorare specialist, been involved in numerous other
football related products since an early age and a strong
believer in the power of blockchain since 2017. Former
Amazon manager and Omaha PL player.

Robert
Our motorsports specialist
Been in crypto and blockchain gaming since 2018. Making
websites, videos and guides for blockchain games. The
best players in F1DeltaTime with the highest global win rate
with more than 80 1st place's trophies!
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Advisors
Tony G
Co-Founder
Tony G is a world-famous poker player, a former Member
of European Parliament and CEO of Cypherpunk Holdings.
As a serial digital entrepreneur, venture capitalist, and
philanthropist, Tony is committed to promoting a better
climate for digital technologies that are set to dominate
our future - artificial intelligence, gaming, and blockchain.

Yat Siu
Strategy
Co-founder and Chairman of Animoca Brands.

Jesse Tutt
Digital Marketing Leader
Jesse is a Digital Marketing leader with over 20 years of
experience in IT and 14 in Marketing. He leads the IT
Analytics, A.I., and Automation COE for Alberta Health
Services (Canada's 5th largest organization). Specialized
in SEO, digital marketing, artificial intelligence (A.I.),
analytics ($0.5B annual spend and teams of over 2,300),
and robotic process automation, he is a jack of all IT
trades. In addition, he has also excelled as an
entrepreneur founding 4 companies including Search
Engine Optimization / SEO agency Guru SEO and Web
Design Services. Jesse has been featured on TV, in
magazines / newspapers and has spoke internationally.
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Mei Mei
Value investor
She is a digital collectible & NFT collector. She begins her
collecting journey when she was still in kindergarten. She
was a Garfield sticker collector. She has now become a top
ranking collector from Quidd. Her favorite digital
collections in Quidd including Marvel, Star Trek, Game of
Thrones, Disney, Rick and Morty. Additionally, she is
currently researching on the enterprise wallet solution for
digital assets.

Irene Salmaso
Marketing
A blockchain and NFT enthusiast. Graduated in Marketing
& Communication at Venice University. Production
coordinator, content creator, and production manager for
movies, video clips, and advertising.

Mithil Thakore
Founder of TeraSurge
Mithil is Founder of TeraSurge Capital, one of Asia's largest
Crypto focused Quant trading desk and actively managed
digital asset fund. He previously co-founded QuillHash, an
enterprise blockchain services studio that has worked with
100+ institutions and governments globally to implement
blockchain in their technology stack to improve their
system efficiency. His industry knowledge and insight will
be pivotal to determine future roadmap of 99Starz's
technology & crypto stack including token's economics
and building a sustainable global ecosystem around the
token.
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Players

Luca Lamberti
A former sales and racing executive in the automotive and
motorcycle racing industry, financial and change
management advisor. Active for years, he’s a wellconnected investor and advisor of several prominent
crypto - blockchain projects, as well as a trading pro and
manager of large NFT portfolios. A strong believer in the
NFT and play-To-earn mission.

Antanas Guoga
Tony G is a world-famous poker player, a former Member
of European Parliament and CEO of Cypherpunk Holdings.
As a serial digital entrepreneur, venture capitalist, and
philanthropist, Tony is committed to promoting a better
climate for digital technologies that are set to dominate
our future - artificial intelligence, gaming, and blockchain.

Robert Inge Halstensen

!
Our motorsports specialist. Been in crypto and blockchain
gaming since 2018, making websites, videos ,and guides
for blockchain games. The best player in F1DeltaTime with
the highest global win rate and more than 80 first place
trophies!
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Vlad P
Our Sorare specialist, been involved in numerous other
football related products since an early age and a strong
believer in the power of blockchain since 2017. Former
Amazon manager and Omaha PL player.

Kaspii
An energic and determined dude from Lublin, Poland, who
always has to be at the top of the table. His style of garage
management is to always seek weak spots and try to
improve them, even with very limited resources. Besides
earning big rewards in racing games, he is also known on
the street as a big fan of loud electronic music he blasts in
his car and lengthy, difficult tennis games on late summer
evenings.

Mariusz Ciurej (Ciurejekk)
A 30-year-old racer in the Superfast team, winner of
multiple top place trophies in the F1 Delta Time game. A
serious gamer at heart, who loves a good challenge.
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Serge Mallia Pepito
Our independent financial advisor, expert in competitive
market study and partnerships organization. Possesses
knowledge of the various blockchain tools (bridge
aggregator, cross-chain bridge, networks, etc.). An NFT
gamer and collector.

Partners
Main Partners

Media Partners
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Legal
Details and terminology in this document are subject to change.
This document is for reference only and should not be used or considered as investment advice or
recommendation for any technology mentioned within.
This document is for personal use only and should not be redistributed, edited, updated, or
reattributed.
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Contact Us
Email

support@99starz.io

Website

https://99starz.io

@99starz_

https://bit.ly/3azLNEV

@99starz

https://www.tiktok.com/@99starz

99Starz

https://discord.gg/kMNBp5FYtr

@99Starz.io

https://www.instagram.com/99starz.io

@99starz

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCn2gbAzVYdpzQd1UOphES0A

@99Starz

https://www.linkedin.com/company/99starz

@Starz99STZ

https://t.me/Starz99STZ

@Starz99STZ_francophone

https://t.me/Starz99STZ_francophone

